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Most	galaxies	at	the	peak	of	star	formation	
are	VERY	clumpy,	turbulent	disks.	

Genzel	et	al.	2011,	Jones	et	al	2010,	Elmegreen	&	Elmegreen	2005,	Wisnioski	et	al.	2012,	Swinbank	et	al	
2012,	Livermore	et	al	2012,2015,	Forster-Schreiber	et	al	2009		Guo	et	al	2012,2015,2018,	…	

This	means	we	have	a	problem,	because	the	
properties	of	individual	clumps	are	very	difficult	to	

observe	at	this	distance.		

from the ratio of FIR to observed (uncorrected) FUV luminosity densities (Figure 8) as a

function of redshift, using FUVLFs from Cucciati et al. (2012) and Herschel FIRLFs from
Gruppioni et al. (2013). At z < 2, these estimates agree reasonably well with the measure-

ments inferred from the UV slope or from SED fitting. At z > 2, the FIR/FUV estimates

have large uncertainties owing to the similarly large uncertainties required to extrapolate
the observed FIRLF to a total luminosity density. The values are larger than those for

the UV-selected surveys, particularly when compared with the UV values extrapolated to

very faint luminosities. Although galaxies with lower SFRs may have reduced extinction,
purely UV-selected samples at high redshift may also be biased against dusty star-forming

galaxies. As we noted above, a robust census for star-forming galaxies at z ≫ 2 selected
on the basis of dust emission alone does not exist, owing to the sensitivity limits of past

and present FIR and submillimeter observatories. Accordingly, the total amount of star

formation that is missed from UV surveys at such high redshifts remains uncertain.

Figure 9: The history of cosmic star formation from (top right panel) FUV, (bottom right panel) IR,
and (left panel) FUV+IR rest-frame measurements. The data points with symbols are given in Table
1. All UV luminosities have been converted to instantaneous SFR densities using the factor KFUV =
1.15 × 10−28 (see Equation 10), valid for a Salpeter IMF. FIR luminosities (8–1,000µm) have been
converted to instantaneous SFRs using the factor KIR = 4.5 × 10−44 (see Equation 11), also valid for a
Salpeter IMF. The solid curve in the three panels plots the best-fit SFRD in Equation 15.

Figure 9 shows the cosmic SFH from UV and IR data following the above prescriptions,

as well as the best-fitting function

ψ(z) = 0.015
(1 + z)2.7

1 + [(1 + z)/2.9]5.6
M⊙ year−1 Mpc−3. (15)

These state-of-the-art surveys provide a remarkably consistent picture of the cosmic SFH:

a rising phase, scaling as ψ(z) ∝ (1 + z)−2.9 at 3 ∼
< z ∼

< 8, slowing and peaking at some
point probably between z = 2 and 1.5, when the Universe was ∼ 3.5 Gyr old, followed by
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80%	of	
stars	

formed	
in	this	
epoch	



DYNAMO	galaxies	are	similar	to	z≈1	
main-sequence	galaxies	
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Green	et	al	(2010,2014):	~100	galaxies	with	IFS	Hα	data	from	WiFES/2.3-m	and	SPIRAL/AAT	

Turbulent	gas:	σ=20-80	km/s	
	
Gas	Rich:	fgas=10-70%	
	
Star	Forming:	10-100	M⊙ yr-1	
	
Massive:	M*~	3x1010	M⊙	
	
Compact:	R1/2=	1-3	kpc	
	
Disks:	Rotating	&	Exponential	
											Tdust=20-30	K	



DYNAMO	Galaxies	Resemble	
Turbulent	Disks	

Dispersion																																		Rotation																											Stellar	Surface	Brightness		
Keck	OSIRIS	Pa	α		

SFR≈	40	M¤yr-1 	

SFR≈	22	M¤yr-1 	

SFR≈	18	M¤yr-1 	

Oliva-Altimarano	et	al	(2018)		



DYNAMO	galaxies	are	very	gas	rich	

Fisher	et	al.	2014;		
White	et	al	2017	

CO(1-0)	&	Hercschel:		
fgas=15-80%.	
	
	
Herschel	Observations:		
Tdust=20-30	K	
	
	
Recent	ALMA	Data:		
R31=	0.4-1.0		



DYNAMO	Galaxies	Look	Like	High-z	
Clumpy	Galaxies	

DYNAMO	Blurred	to	z=2	

Swinbank	et	al.	(2012)	

Wisnioski	et	al.	(2012)	

Genzel	et	al.	(2011)	

Fisher	et	al	(2017	MNRAS)	





DYNAMO	clumps	are	big	and	bright,	
consistent	with	high-z	clumps.		

	
DYNAMO:	
Fisher	et	al	(2017)	
	
Unlensed	high-z:	
Genzel	et	al.	2011	Wisnioski	et	al.	2012	
Swinbank	et	al.	2012	
	
Lensed	high-z:	
Livermore	et	al.	2012,2015	



The	largest	clumps	at	z=2	resolution	
are	associated	with	sets	of	clumps.		



DYNAMO	clumps	agree	with	direct	
predictions	from	unstable	disk	model.		

Strong,	linear	correlations	of	clump	size	with	σ/V	(and	not	shown	fgas)	

z=2	HST	Resolution

DYNAMO

Fisher	et	al.	2017	

Also	White	et	al	2017	finds	
correlation	of	fgas-	σ/V	
	



Qualitative	consistency	with	Star	
Formation	Feedback	Theory	

Fisher	et	al.	submitted	

Predicted	scaling	relations	of	SF	Regulated	Feedback	Theory		
(Ostriker	et	al	2011,	Shetty	&	Ostriker	2012,	Faucher-Gigere	et	al.	2013,	…	):	

	

𝒕↓𝒅𝒆𝒑 ∝𝝈↑−𝟏 																																																𝜮↓𝑺𝑭𝑹 ∝𝑷	



…	but	not	fully	a	quantitative	success	

Fisher	et	al.	submitted	
	

𝒑↓∗ /𝒎↓∗  ≈𝟐.𝟕 𝒕↓𝒅𝒆𝒑 /𝒕↓𝒇𝒇  𝝈		[km	s-1	]																																														𝒑↓∗ /𝒎↓∗  =𝟒 
𝑷/𝜮↓𝑺𝑭𝑹  	[km	s-1]	

Simulations	&	Models:	3000	km	s-1																												
DYNAMO	Observations:	104	-105	km	s-1	

	



Qualitative	consistency	with	Star	
Formation	Feedback	Theory	

Fisher	et	al.	submitted	
	

Predicted	scaling	relations	of	SF	Regulated	Feedback	Theory		
(Ostriker	et	al	2011,	Shetty	&	Ostriker	2012):	

	

𝒕↓𝒅𝒆𝒑 ∝𝝈↑−𝟏 																																																𝜮↓𝑺𝑭𝑹 ∝𝑷	



Feedback	regulation	could*	explain	
redshift	evolution	of	tdep	

Fisher	et	al.	submitted	

*If	we	assume	p*/m*	is	like	empirical	
derivation	from	DYNAMO	galaxies.		
	
	
	
	
	
σ(z)	:	Wisnioski	et	al.	2015	
tdep(z)	:	Tacconi	et	al.	(2017)	



Measuring	ages	&	stellar	mass	of	clumps	
is	ideally	suited	for	DYNAMO.	

HST	ACS/WFC	
600nm	Continuum	

Simulation	is	pretty	well	divided	into	2	camps:		
Long-lived	clumps	→	Mstar	(clump)	~	5x108	M⦿	→	Clumps	build	bulges	

Short-lived	clumps	→	Mstar	(clump)	~	0		M⦿	→	Clumps	add	mass	to	(thick?)	disks	

σ  =	50	km/s	
1	
kp
c	

1	
kp
c	

•  Hα	Equivalent	Widths	as	age	proxy:	Isabella	Lamperti	et	al	submitted	

•  Keck/AO	K-band	measurement	of	clump	masses:	Heidi	White	et	al	(near	submission)		
	 	M*=0.5-5	x	108	M⊙        Not	consistent	with	high	radiation	pressure	(e.g.	FIRE)	

•  Current	Cycle	HST	program	to	robustly	measure	clump	ages	(PhD	student	Liyu	Tilahun)	
and	extinction	(PhD	student	Laura	Lenkic)	



DYNAMO:	Turbulent,	Clumpy	disks	
in	the	nearby	Universe	

DYNAMO	galaxies	are…				
	gas	rich,	clumpy,	turbulent	galaxies	in	local	Universe.		

						
Results	from	DYNAMO	in	this	talk:		
-  You	should	be	suspicious	of	properties	of	clumps	in	z=1-2	galaxies.		

-  Violent	disk	instability	model	is	consistent	with	our	results.		

-  There	is	qualitative	consistency	between	DYNAMO	galaxies	and	feedback	regulated	
star	formation	models.	
-  But	the	normalization	seems	off	by	a	factor	of	10-100.		

-  Clumps	masses	indicate	some	current	feedback	models	may	be	incorrect.		
	
	

We’re	getting	more	data	all	the	time,	stay	tuned	for	more	results…		



Measuring	stellar	mass	of	clumps	is	
ideally	suited	for	DYNAMO.	

Keck	NIRC2	
K-band	

HST	ACS/WFC	
600nm	Continuum	

HST	ACS/WFC	
600nm	Continuum	

Simulation	is	pretty	well	divided	into	2	camps:		
Long-lived	clumps	→	Mstar	(clump)	~	5x108	M⦿	→	Clumps	build	bulges	

Short-lived	clumps	→	Mstar	(clump)	~	0		M⦿	→	Clumps	add	mass	to	(thick?)	disks	

σ	=	37	km/s	 σ  =	64	km/s	 σ  =	50	km/s	
fgas	=	0.64	 fgas	=	0.31	

clump-to-total	~	2%	 clump-to-total	~	3%	 clump-to-total	~	7%	



Little-to-no	correlation	with	dynamical	
time		



Angular	Momentum	plays	an	important	
role	in	turbulent,	clumpy	disks.		

Obreschkow	et	al.	2015,	Sweet	et	al	in	prep,	Fisher	et	al.	in	prep	

Clumpy	disks	are	deficient	in	angular	
momentum	

Bigger	clumps	are	in	disks	with	
lower	angular	momentum.		



DYNAMO	clumps	agree	with	direct	
predictions	from	unstable	disk	model.		 7

Figure 4. The ratio between mean velocity dispersion to ro-
tational velocity plotted against the molecular gas mass fraction
(fgas). To place these DYNAMO galaxies (blue and cyan) in con-
text, we include nearby disk galaxies from the THINGS survey
(in red; Walter et al. 2008) and high-z SFGs observed as part
of PHIBSS (in green, kinematics from SINS; Genzel et al. 2013;
Förster Schreiber et al. 2009). The solid line corresponds to the
relationship between fgas and �/vc derived in the text, assuming
instability theory (Eq. 7).

we find that, for DYNAMO galaxies, Q⇠0.5-1.5. As ob-
served in the figure, DYNAMO galaxies appear to play
a linking role between the populations of typical local
spirals (represented by THINGS) and high-z turbulent
disks (similarly, PHIBSS/SINS).

4.4. Depletion times for DYNAMO galaxies

It is well-established in the local universe that deple-
tion times are roughly constant in disk galaxies (⇠1 Gyr;
Leroy et al. (2008), Bigiel et al. 2008, Rahman et al.
(2012)). At high-z, the typical value is less certain (Daddi
et al., Tacconi et al. 2013). In Fig. 5, we show the
distribution of depletion times for galaxies in the DY-
NAMO sample. For reference, we include similar distri-
butions for galaxies in PHIBSS (Tacconi et al. 2013).
In DYNAMO, we find an average tdep ⇠0.6 Gyr, which
is consistent with what is found in high-z main-sequence
galaxies.
Saintonge et al. (2011a) derive an empirical model in

which depletion time is found to be shorter for galaxies
with higher specific SFR (SSFR) and at a given redshift.
Fisher et al. (2014) shows that this relationship can be
o↵set by an increase in the gas fraction of a galaxy. Here,
we consider a physically-based model to predict the de-
pletion timescales based on the assumption of the kine-
matics and marginal stability of a disk.
An analytical model for the dependence of the depletion
timescale (tdep) on �/vc can be derived using similar as-
sumptions to that in §4.3. As the dynamical timescale
within a typical disk is of order tdyn ⇠10 Myr, we can
assume that the gas within the disk is in hydrostatic equi-

Figure 5. The distribution of depletion timescales (tdep) for
galaxies in DYNAMO (blue and cyan), PHIBSS (in green, kine-
matics from SINS; Genzel et al. 2013; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009),
and nearby disk galaxies from the THINGS survey (in red; Walter
et al. 2008). Each panel is divided into seven, equally-spaced bins,
and the dashed, vertical reference line represents an average tdep
value (⇠0.5 Gyr) for DYNAMO systems predicted from Eq. 16.

librium (e.g. dP
dz = �⇢gz, where P is the outward pres-

sure and gz is the vertical component of gravity). Then,
using Gauss’ Law for the gravitational contribution due
to the gas one can show that:

gz,gas = 2⇡G⌃g (8)

where as the stars and dark matter contribute (Binney
& Tremaine 2008):

gz,stars+DM =
v
2
c

r

z

r
(1� fgas). (9)

If one assumes that the outward pressure component
is entirely the result of turbulent motions of the gas (e.g.
P=⇢�

2), which extend above some scale height z=H,
then:

dP

dz
⇡ ⇢�

2

H
. (10)

Setting Eq. 10 equal to the condition for hydrostatic
equilibrium (where gz=gz,gas+gz,stars+DM ) one finds
that:

�

vc
⇡ H

r
. (11)

This result can be inserted into Eq. 8 (Q=1) to find:

fgas =
H

2r
. (12)

White,	Fisher	et	al.	submitted	

It	is	widely	assumed	that	
clumpy,	disks	satisfy	

Qgas∼1	
	

which	implies		
fgas∼σ/V.	



Larger	clumps	are	only	located	in	
regions	of	disk	with	Qtot<1.		

Note:	Q	is	radially	averaged	two-fluid	combination	of	stars	&	disks.		

Fisher	et	al.	2017	ApJL	



In	DYNAMO	gas	rich	galaxies	may	be	
building	thick	disks	

Bassett,	Glazebrook	et	al	2014	

10 Bassett et al.

Figure 8. Results of pPXF measurements of stellar kinematics in our sample. In order to obtain reliable measurements in the faint
outskirts of these galaxies, the Voronoi Tessellated binning method was employed. The gas velocity was remeasured in each bin for direct
comparison. White bars in each panel correspond to a distance of ⇤ 1.5 kpc at the redshift of our galaxies. The velocity maps are plotted
over the footprint of the gas only measurements for comparison. The gas and stars in these galaxies appear to be closely kinematically
coupled, both are arranged in a smoothly rotating disk with a large velocity dispersion. We calculate a mean stellar velocity dispersion
value for both the gas and stars, excluding central regions (indicated by black lines in the velocity dispersion maps) for use in simple
disk models. This results in values of �d,⇥ = 52.8 for G 20-2 and �d,⇥ = 47.5 for G 4-1. See Section 3.4 for further discussion of global
sigma values

Table 2. Stellar Kinematics Uncertainties

Velocity Uncertainty � Uncertainty
± km s�1 ± km s�1

G 4-1 center 4.7 5.2
G4-1 disk 6.7 7.9
G 20-2 center 5.0 5.9
G 20-2 disk 6.7 8.2

observations. We chose to add the shu⇤ed residual to the
model rather than the original spectrum as the latter tends
to produce spectra which are noisier than the original, thus
overestimating the uncertainty. Some areas of the spectra
display unusually large residuals due to the chip gaps in the
detector (which are masked out in the fitting procedure).
To account for these large deviations we replace values in
masked regions by random values based on the standard
deviation of the unmasked regions of the residual spectrum.

We produced 1000 simulated spectra for each spatial bin
and refit each of them using the same pPXF setup. We then
computed the standard deviations of the sample of simu-
lated fit values (using the square root of the IDL VARI-
ANCE task). These values were taken as our uncertainties
in each bin. Figure 9 shows the maps of our uncertainties in
velocity and velocity dispersion for G 20-2 and G 4-1. Our
measurements are most accurate in the centers of our galax-
ies, where the continuum strength is the highest. The centers

are also the areas in which the e�ects of beam smearing are
the greatest.

Due to the sensitivity and high spectral resolution of our
observations, even measurements of the stellar kinematics
made at the largest radii are quite robust. We estimate the
measurement uncertainty of our pPXF procedure by taking
two mean values for both stellar velocity and velocity dis-
persion. One measurement in the central regions and one in
the outer bins. Central and outer regions are defined as in
Section 3.3.3 and Figure 8. These values are presented in
Table 2. Kinematics measurements in most bins are known
within ±8 km s�1 based on our Monte Carlo simulation.

Comparing Figures 8 and 9 one can see that kinemat-
ics for these two components match quite closely. The mean
values of |vgas � v⇥| and |�gas ��⇥| are 15.8 and 8.4 km s�1

for G 20-2 and 8.9 and 8.3 km s�1 for G 4-1 mostly con-
sistent with our estimated stellar kinematics uncertainties.
The large velocity di�erence in G 20-2 between stars and
gas may be attributed to asymmetric drift. This is a phe-
nomenon observed in many late-type galaxies in which the
stellar disk lags behind the gas disk due to extra support
from random motions (Golubov et al. 2013, some evidence
for this can be seen in Figure 10).

We find that the ionized gas and stellar kinematics
of these galaxies are closely coupled and characterized by
smooth rotation and large, centrally peaked velocity disper-
sions. It is interesting that these two components are so well
matched kinematically while their morphologies (shown in
Figure 1) appear very di�erent.

c⇥ 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

Assuming	a	marginally	stable	disk	and	hydrostatic	equilibrium,	one	can	derive…			
𝒇↓𝒈𝒂𝒔 ≃ 𝝈/𝑽 ≃ 𝑯/𝑹 	

	
We	observe	stellar	kinematics	in	DYNAMO	that	also	indicate	hot	(thick)	disks.			


